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Executive summary
Over the past years, the nascent
industry of Web3 decentralized
applications (dapps) has ﬁrmly
exploded. From a few thousand
crypto innovators and early
adopters in 2018, the industry is
ﬁnally reaching a tipping point of
mass adoption with millions of
users engaged and invested. Users
have locked up hundreds of
billions of dollars in DeFi protocols
and traded billions on NFTs since
summer 2020. These vast sums
demonstrate what profound
changes we are currently
witnessing.

DappRadar has been part of this
development as a ﬁrst mover
right from the very early days.
We have helped the industry grow
and prosper by pioneering reliable
and independent on-chain
metrics. Our dapp rankings have
become the Web3 industry's
bellwether and gained us millions
of loyal users in the blockchain
space over the years.

By building a full scale dapp store
on top of our rankings and data
offerings, DappRadar has been
able to solve the industry's
discovery and user acquisition
challenges. Driving more than 1.5
million users into dapps every
month, DappRadar has become
the industry's main discovery
destination and provider of user
trafﬁc. On the back of this success,
DappRadar is evolving and
repositioning as The World's
Dapp Store.
In an effort to further embody
decentralization at its core,
DappRadar is introducing the
RADAR token. To continue our
march towards decentralization,
the token will serve to reward user
participation, contributions and
curation. We want our active
community members to
participate and beneﬁt at the
same time. The RADAR token will
therefore become the currency on
which a striving community-driven
Web3 ecosystem will be built.

In this whitepaper we will delve
into more detail about all the
points mentioned above and share
more insights about the path to
decentralization we intend to
follow.

The whitepaper is a living document intended to be regularly
updated so that it remains current and relevant
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Foreword from our Founder

Market
Explosive growth across
all dapp verticals

MARKET

DappRadar tracks more than 9,000 dapps across all blockchains, and with the
help of the community we add new dapps every day.
These dapps exist across an ecosystem that spans 30 blockchains and various
verticals, including
DeFi
NFTs
Games, social and many more.

Decentralized
Finance (DeFi)
DeFi spearheaded the dapp
revolution from summer 2020
onwards and continues to be the
most dominant force in terms of
the value it holds.
In November 2021 the total value
locked то DeFi reached more
than $204 billion* across all
blockchains.

The top 10 DeFi protocols
experienced an astonishing
tenfold expansion since 2020
with an annual growth rate of
1,700%. DeFi also generates
impressive revenues. In
November 2021, total DeFi
protocol revenues topped at
$2.6 billion*, while the
cumulative revenue of the top
10 leading dapps reached $40
million in daily revenues. That is
almost 30 times higher than in
2020*.

From Summer 2020 till December 2021 the total value
locked up in DeFi dapps surpassed $200 B

$207 B

$2 B
1 May
2020

7 Dec
2021
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Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
In the second quarter of 2021,
the NFT and blockchain games
verticals entered the spotlight
with the signiﬁcant interplay
between the two strengthening
attention and market
dominance.* The NFT market
reached new highs during the
pandemic. In Q3 2021 the NFT
trading volume surged 700% to
$10.7 billion.*

At its peak in September 2021,
the ﬂoor price of most types of
NFT trading was around 10
times higher than it was in early
June 2021. With the excitement
around everything
Metaverse-related, we expect
this trend to continue and
potentially even accelerate.

NFTs trading volume about to surpass $24 B in 2021

$0.1 B

$24.2 B

10.7

11.03
Dec

Oct
Nov

1.2
0.01

0.01

0.02

2020
(Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4)

1.3

0.06
2021
(Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 predicted)
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Blockchain Games
Another major contributor to the
growth of the dapp space has been
the gaming segment.
Super-charged by gaming, the dapp
industry has skyrocketed and will
likely keep its steep upward
trajectory. The evolution in this space
is unfolding 10 times faster than
conventional industries thanks to its
open-source and modular layers. As
a result, new products can launch
much quicker than in the traditional
gaming industry. Blockchain games
are onboarding an entire new class
of users to crypto, taking over the
dapps space with hundreds of
millions dollars from VCs.* The surge
in the gaming segment is primarily
driven by the Play-to-Earn
movement.

In-game NFT collectibles generated
$2.32 billion in sales during Q3 2021,
representing 22% of the total NFT
trading volume.* To put this into
perspective, the crypto gaming
industry generated revenues
of $321 million* in the entire year of
2020. Overall 2.5 million* UAW a day
currently interact with dapps across
all verticals, representing an annual
increase of 21,950%.
New types of economies and
Play-to-Earn income opportunities
are further contributing to the dapp
space’s progress. The result:
blockchain gaming is currently
responsible for 1.2 million or almost
50% of active wallets, interacting with
dapps.

Games unique active wallets surged to 1.3M

1.3 M

0.03 M
1 Jan
2020

7 Dec
2021
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MARKET
There are multiple driving forces
to sustain the high growth rates
of Play-to-Earn gaming activities.
The vertical is projected to
continue enjoying explosive
growth in the near future, driving
value particularly from emerging
economies but also from
traditional developed markets.

Robust legacy of gaming ecosystem infrastructure
The gaming vertical is leveraging the existing technological advancement
and gamedev achievements from industry incumbents. Current games are
expected to shift from traditional gaming to Play-to-Earn gaming drawn by
the increased incentives.

Innovative Play-to-Earn model
Gaming has historically been a centralized activity, with game developers
controlling assets, game data, and in-game money. Decentralized gaming is
changing the revenue model. Popular Play-to-Earn games might even entirely
substitute the income of struggling households in emerging economies.

Covid-related opportunities in emerging economies
Projects like Axie Inﬁnity have been played by millions and ensured food on the
table for millions of families during the pandemic. Amidst restrictions and
lockdowns, Play-to-Earn games serve as an enjoyable and proﬁtable distraction .
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Decentralized applications eat
into traditional industries
Despite its steep growth over the
past year, the dapp industry is still in
its early days and expected to
expand further as blockchain
technologies inﬁltrate the
mainstream. As such, decentralized
applications will gain market share
from its traditional counterparts.

The market for mobile apps,
as represented by Apple’s
AppStore and
Google Play,
currently accounts for an annual
revenue of $110 billion (2020) solely
from business-to-consumer
transactions.
Other leading digital marketplaces
such as
Steam,
Xbox and
…...PlayStation, have seen their
digital distribution revenue
increase over the years as well.

Traditional app stores are driving more
than $110 B in revenues per year (2020)

$136 B

$110 B

18

35
38
17

2016

2017

2018

2019

73

66

2020

2021
(Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4 predicted)
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There were 3.5 billion smartphone users worldwide last year, with this number
increasing thanks to emerging economies. In 2020 roughly 142.9 billion apps
were downloaded through the
App Store and
Google Play Store.
With 2.7 million UAW (unique active wallets), the dapp market is only
scratching the surface of its true potential.

Unique active wallets soared to more than 2.7 M in 2021

2.7 M

0.1 M
1 Jan
2020

7 Dec
2021

The dapp industry stretches far
beyond smartphone apps.
It moves across different markets,
ranging from ﬁnancial services to
entertainment, and from
collectibles to gaming.
That means that the dapp industry
can potentially further expand into
the existing $50 billion art
market*, the $372 billion
collectibles market*, and the
$175 billion video game industry*,
as well as, more broadly, into
ﬁnancial services, live events and
the entertainment industry as a
whole.
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How dapps will change lives
From consumers
to company
shareholders into
the ownership
economy
Currently, when buying products
or paying for services, we tend to be
simply consumers. While we have
some choice over whom we buy
from, we still primarily engage in
simple transactions, handing money
over for a straightforward product or
service. Purchasing from or via
decentralized applications is
different. As dapp users, consumers
become participants or even
shareholders by obtaining the
respective dapp’s tokens. To put this
into an everyday context, within a
decentralized ownership economy,
consumers would obtain company
shares or their dapp token
equivalent when, for instance, they
take a taxi, buy groceries or movie
tickets from particular vendors.
Consumers would be rewarded for
their choice and use of a speciﬁc
product or service over another.
Awarding users ownership in
exchange for their purchases
is at the core of the ownership
economy.

This concept has the potential to
alter the nature of competition
across many industries. It could
ultimately change a status quo
ridden with inequality towards a
system of equal opportunity. Even
industries with very little
competition and entrenched
players, could open up for
challenges by new entrants .

Generating income
from Play-to-Earn

Blockchain games like Axie Inﬁnity
and other play-to-earn titles have
provenly enabled users to generate
an income by participating in their
game economies, even replacing
players’ traditional income streams
in some instances. For the ﬁrst
time, digital labor performed in
dapps is generating actual value
which can impact lives and make a
real difference to individuals, with
developing economies, such as
the Philippines, Vietnam,
and Venezuela, beneﬁting
most notably.

PHILIPPINES

VIETNAM
VENEZUELA
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Challenges

CHALLENGES
It has taken the smartphone industry nearly 15 years to achieve its current size.
Centralized mobile app stores have helped establish a digital distribution
ecosystem, leading to the establishment of a global multi-billion dollar industry.
The lack of such structures within the decentralized applications space poses
a number of challenges for dapp developers, as well as for users of
decentralized applications.
On one side, we have the discovery challenge for dapp users, and on the other,
the challenge of acquiring new users for dapp developers. To harness the full
potential of decentralized applications and open up a mass market for billions
of users, the discovery and user acquisition challenges need to be resolved.
The following chapter elaborates on these challenges and demonstrates how
DappRadar solves them to become a gateway for a new Web3 ecosystem
for decentralized applications.

Challenge #1
Dapp Discovery

Unlike in the centralized mobile
app store space, there is no
destination in the blockchain
industry aggregating all
decentralized applications and
offering access through a single
interface. There is no single reliable
source that accumulates all
relevant data points giving users
a complete market overview, and
thus help them make informed
decisions.
Discovery in the blockchain space
has thus far occurred primarily via
social media platforms like
Twitter,
Discord,
Reddit or
Medium with
inﬂuential accounts promoting
their dapps and projects of choice.
This has worked well for innovators
and early adopters, but fails in a

mass adoption context.
Mainstream users are still relying
on the traditional Web2
distribution mechanics of app
stores to guide and shape their
content consumption habits.
A mostly visual and browser-based
discovery experience is still
expected by the average user.
Blockchain intelligence providers
have predominantly focused on
token data, rather than
decentralized applications data. As
they are just beginning to
aggregate dapp data, they are
ﬁnding it difﬁcult to catch up.
Equally, existing, primarily
community-led dapp aggregation
projects have not succeeded in
providing a comprehensive market
overview nor creating a
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user-friendly product ﬁt for mass
adoption. Both blockchain
intelligence providers and dapp
aggregation projects have
struggled to provide complete,
up-to-date dapp data to gain
critical mass and achieve scale on
this segment. As such, neither has
succeeded in creating a go-to
destination for dapp discovery.

Challenge #2
User Acquisition

In traditional digital distribution,
user acquisition is one of the key
elements for success. With
decentralized applications,
running successful user acquisition
campaigns has been a major
challenge. There are a few key
reasons why attracting new users
is a hurdle in this space.
Firstly, traditional app stores,
including Apple’s App Store and
Google Play, but also
game-focused players like Steam,
mostly block dapps. This ban on
decentralized applications is
mostly due to these providers’
inability to implement their
proprietary billing solutions and
therefore charge app store
commissions and fees, which are
up to 30% of an app’s revenues.

Similarly, traditional marketing
channels, such as Facebook and
Google ads, have introduced and
enforced restrictions on
blockchain-related projects, with
workarounds like alternative
websites or buffers being risky and
potentially leading to bans and
blacklistings* There have been
multiple cases where such bans
have led to the demise of a dapp
project as a whole.
Niche marketing campaigns are an
often-used tactic for user
acquisition in the space, primarily
via with inﬂuencer and content
marketing targeting smaller
audiences*.
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However, the limited audiences and piecemeal nature of these types of
campaigns make it difﬁcult and expensive to scale marketing efforts
and attract mass audiences.

Small user base is the biggest obstacle for mass adoption
98% of dapp projects have less than 1000 daily active users
(DAUs), while only 2% - more than 1000 DAUs.

98%

2%

30%

28%

20%

10%

2%

<10

10-50

51-500

501-1000

>1000
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App Stores VS Dapp Stores

Discovery
A dapp store brings changes to the way users discover new dapps. In traditional
app stores, users would discover games by scrolling through categories,
watching game trailers, and reading descriptions or reviews from other users.
Dapp stores provide rational and data-driven metrics that help users determine
whether they want to try a dapp: how many other users are using that dapp?
Are users investing lots of money? Is there substantial trading activity? How
is the native token performing?
Through a dapp store, like DappRadar, these questions can be answered.
Statistics and measurable data become decisive factors, making blockchain data
graphs the shop front for the dapp ecosystem. Thanks to their dependence on
blockchain technology, dapp stores can provide a much richer and more reliable
decision-making experience as compared with traditional app stores. Where app
stores rely on reviews and sentiment, dapp stores add a quantitative layer. These
same dapp stores use blockchain data and present this information in a way that
it becomes understandable for the audience, educating them to make informed
decisions.

No Centralized Storage
Apps in traditional app stores are stored on centralized servers across the globe,
hosted and curated by centralized companies. Apps that do not meet the criteria
set by the gatekeeper are not uploaded and listed until they do so.
A dapp store works differently: companies do not upload content, but instead
connect their dapps to the dapp store via smart contracts. This means that the
dapp store only links to the respective decentralized application.
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%

30% app store tax VS 0% dapp store tax
Dapp stores aren’t only beneﬁcial to users, but also to developers.
App stores are centralized, hosted, and curated, with the gatekeeper demanding
commissions of up to 30% of the revenue. This business model was once
innovative, but increasingly causes friction between content creators and the
distributor or gatekeeper. The most notable example of this is the clash between
Epic Games, the creators of Fortnite, and Apple, whereby.
A dapp store, on the other hand, does not usually take a commission. These
different cost structures (30% vs 0% store tax) are fundamental changes to the
way dapps are marketed and distributed from the developer to the user.

Ownership
User sovereignty in the form of real ownership may be the main advantage
for users offered by dapp stores and its underlying blockchain technologies.

In traditional app stores, users become consumers and are encouraged to spend
on in-app items via in-app transactions. However, items purchased in-app
become worthless once the user/consumer moves on to the next app. Basically,
once users stop using an app, any money spent on or in it is gone.
In dapp stores, consumers become owners, community members, or
meta-citizens. Dapp store purchases equate real ownership, regardless of
whether they are for games, ﬁnancial services, or other types of dapps. When
users spend in dapps via purchasing tokens, they obtain real ownership of these
tokens, which can then be sold on at any time.
Furthermore, tokens from in-dapp purchases are not only liquid, but also often
enable partial ownership of the dapp itself and therefore governance rights.
Depending on the type of token, a token holder often acquires a say in the
managerial affairs of the dapp itself and therefore becomes a co-owner. The
DappRadar dapp store offers dapp users the possibility to track all their dapp
tokens via the DappRadar Portfolio Tracker, which is an essential part of the store
itself.
18
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Solutions
It has taken DappRadar nearly four years since inception to hit a million monthly
users, making it the ﬁrst mass market dapp store that allows users to discover
dapps and developers to acquire such users at scale.

Solution #1
Dapp Discovery

Thanks to its ﬁrst-mover
advantage, DappRadar has
become The World's Dapp Store. It
has brought familiar discovery
mechanics from traditional app
stores to the crypto space and
married them with dapp speciﬁc
metrics, such as daily active
wallets, transaction volumes, and
ﬂoor pricing. The metrics initially

introduced and pioneered by
DappRadar have become industry
standard today. By combining
them with app store discovery
features the mainstream
consumer is accustomed to,
DappRadar has introduced
decentralized applications to a
mass market audience, enabling
dapp discovery in a simple and
familiar way.

Solution #2
User Acquisition

By building the #1 discovery
destination for dapps, DappRadar
has become the largest single
source of trafﬁc for dapps, driving
more than 1.5 million users into
decentralized applications every
month. It is thus the only
destination in the crypto space to
allow user acquisition at scale.
Dapp developers value acquiring
crypto-savvy users at DappRadar.

Additionally, performing well on
DappRadar rankings has become a
key goal for many dapp developers
due to the platform’s scale,
comprehensiveness, and
reputation. DappRadar-certiﬁed
dapp performance attracts interest
and builds credibility, and in return
drives more trafﬁc to a developer’s
decentralized application.
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DappRadar
Platform

DAPPRADAR PLATFORM

Industry ﬁrst-mover setting industry standards
Launched in early 2018, DappRadar was the ﬁrst platform to list decentralized
applications and their respective smart contracts. By integrating on-chain
metrics, DappRadar can track and benchmark the performance of dapps across
all protocols. Dapp metrics pioneered by DappRadar in the early days of the
industry, have become industry standards. These metrics have grown as a wider
audience started adopting dapps as their preferred tools or entertainment.

Platform growth
Industry-wide acceptance of DappRadar’s products has led to strong growth
of the platform itself. See growth metrics below:

DECENTRALIZED APPLICATIONS
(DAPPS) TRACKED

INTEGRATED PROTOCOLS

The number of decentralized applications
and their respective smart contracts
submitted by the community and tracked
by DappRadar has almost doubled each year.

The number of dapp protocols tracked
has grown more than tenfold from 2018
to 2021.

31

9.0 K

5.2 K

15

3K

10

1.7 K

2018

3
2019

2020

2021

2018

2019

2020

2021

USERS (ANNUAL)

EMPLOYEES

The community's appetite for data provided by
DappRadar has propelled platform usage,
which grew 20 times from 2018 to 2021.

Internal growth at DappRadar has increased
accordingly, starting with three employees in
2018 and closing 2021 with 55 employees.

55

4.1 M

35
23
716 K
286 K

327 K

2018

2019

3
2020

2021

2018

2019

2020

2021
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#1 Media Source
for Industry Data
& Intelligence
By tracking blockchain data and
setting industry standards,
DappRadar brought
unprecedented levels of
transparency to the nascent dapp

DappRadar Research
Right from the early days, we have
made a consistent effort to explain
the provenance, context and
implications of the data we track:
why are certain decentralized
applications growing and other
dapps losing traction? How might
this affect a dapp’s digital assets?
This has resulted in hundreds of
editorial, educational or
research-focused DappRadar

Industry. DappRadar has become
the platform of choice for reliable
dapp data for top-tier crypto and
mainstream media outlets alike,
with regular features in Bloomberg,
Financial Times, The Block and
Coindesk, among others. Even
entertainment media outlets such
as Rolling Stone Magazine and
celebrities like MC Hammer have
quoted DappRadar statistics and
research papers in reference to
entertainment-related crypto assets.

content pieces. The intention has not
only been to educate and explain,
but also to showcase how products
like our Portfolio Tracker can be used
in conjunction with our data to help
users take advantage of the entire
product suite offered. DappRadar
research and editorial content is thus
a cohesive component between our
data and the products we offer and
list, propagating the message:
“Watch and learn. You can take
advantage of this as well.”
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DISTRIBUTION
GET
USERS

ATTRACT
DEVELOPERS

DATA

DEVELOPER
HUB

GENERATE BEST
DATA

2

DappRadar
Secret Sauce:
the Flywheel
Over the years DappRadar
has attracted more users and
developers, and aggregated
more data. This self-reinforcing
ﬂywheel of data attracting
users, users attracting
developers and developers
providing more data has driven
the company to record growth
(see previous pages). The four
main elements or stages of the
ﬂywheel are described as
follows:

1
Collecting on-chain data from
decentralized applications to make
their performance measurable for
visitors

The provided on-chain data attracts a
large community of crypto-native,
tech-savvy users keen to learn about
winners and losers in the dapp space

3
Because of the growing community,
dapp developers provide even more
data to optimize their own user
acquisition activities

4
DappRadar gets more data, then
attracts more users, which attracts
more developers providing more data
and so on, with the cycle restarting
A powerful, self-reinforcing ﬂywheel has
thus been set into motion, gaining
momentum. This has led to more data,
users and participating developers over
the past four years. This can also be
described as a classic snowball effect
expanding in size over time.
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DappRadar
Secret Sauce:
Protocol-and
vertical-agnostic
view representing
the entire Web3
dapp universe
Since its inception, DappRadar
has embraced every protocol and
every vertical in the industry.
When others went exclusive on
one protocol, DappRadar
continued tracking decentralized
applications across all major
blockchains.
When one vertical eclipsed others,
DappRadar continued tracking
assets across all dapp verticals.

This is because we are strong
believers in a multi-chain and
multi-vertical world, often referred to
as “the multi-chain paradigm". We
believe assets from various verticals
will move across different chains
seamlessly in the long term, and see
that users in the blockchain space
are not one-chain, one-vertical,
one-dimension players, but have
broad and varied interests which
change and evolve over time. Their
virtual personas reﬂect this
heterogeneity and ﬂuidity in their
interactions with decentralized
applications and investment
patterns. Where people will put their
time and money in the wider
metaverse will continually shift.
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One-stop-shop dapp discovery and dapp management
products
Starting from rankings and listings across all chains and verticals, DappRadar
has built a comprehensive suite of products covering all user needs in the
Web3 dapp space. DappRadar’s product offering comprises:

The Portfolio Tracker
helping users track and manage
the value of their wallet, as well
as track any other wallet of
interest

The NFT and ERC-20
Explorer
allowing users to explore
and track fungible and
non-fungible tokens

Rankings
dapps, NFTs, DeFi and more rankings across 30 protocols

The NFT Value Estimator

The Developer Portal

providing estimates on NFT
collection values and helping
users asses their overall portfolio
value or potential sales/buying
opportunities

offering a comprehensive suite
of services and features to dapp
developers

Airdrops

Token Swapping

offering access to free token
distribution events

allowing for token trading across
various protocols on-site

25
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DAPPRADAR PLATFORM
The core goal of the new RADAR
token is to reward user
participation, contribution and
curation. As Play-to-Earn has
become a widely used term in the
industry, DappRadar is introducing
the term ‘Contribute2Earn’.
Through the RADAR token, we
seek to encourage our active
community members to

participate by contributing to and
curating The World’s Dapp Store,
and reward them for it. The RADAR
token will become the means of
exchange upon which our
community-driven Web3
ecosystem will be built on. The
initial building blocks of this
ecosystem will be established
throughout 2022.

RADAR token utility at
launch 2021 includes:

Throughout 2022 we’ll be
adding more RADAR
token utility:

Access:
Providing RADAR holders with
exclusive access to DappRadar
premium content, features and
more (DappRadar Pro)

Staking:
Locking up RADAR tokens to
Ensure healthy liquidity
pools and enable
low-slippage trading
Reward liquidity pool
participants with RADAR
tokens

DAO Governance
Discussing, proposing, voting
and inﬂuencing

Payments:
Introducing the option to pay in
RADAR tokens for DappRadar
services. Potentially offering
service discounts for users
paying in RADAR tokens

‘Contribute2Earn’:
Rewarding community
curation and contribution

By becoming the #1 dapp
discovery destination over the
past years, DappRadar has
established a ﬂourishing user
acquisition business. We intend to
introduce the new RADAR token as
a new means of payment to our
user base. DappRadar customers
choosing to pay in RADAR tokens
may also receive discounts in the
near future.
Starting with an initial airdrop
across the dapp community and
the current user base, the token
will gradually be introduced. The
following chapters illustrate how
the token and decentralized
autonomous organization (DAO)
align with DappRadar’s long-term
vision.
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Road to
Decentralization

ROAD TO DECENTRALIZATION

Technical Architecture
& DAO Roadmap
Long-term vision
DappRadar’s vision is to create a fully
autonomous dapp store running its
own infrastructure as aligned with its
community. This vision and the
roadmap factor in projections of
considerable progress and
innovation in decentralization
technology. It is expected that
decentralization frameworks will look
very different in ﬁve years’ time. We
are excited about and committed to
achieving full decentralization of
DappRadar in the future. At the same
time, we remain cautious about
complete decentralization in its
purest form, as we seek to balance
commercial sense with technical
viability.
The key initial component on our
road to decentralization is the
formation of the DappRadar DAO.

A DAO or decentralized
autonomous organization gives
token holders a say in the direction
of an organization. We are swiftly
implementing the governance
centerpiece, as well as an incentive
structure that works well within
the product and aligns seamlessly
with community inﬂuence and
governance.
The platform’s infrastructure
remains a challenge on our road to
decentralization. Our backend,
comprising of more than 200
servers, and the vast amounts of
blockchain data we collect were
historically centrally managed.
Therefore making the backend the
hardest component to fully
decentralize. In this chapter, we
explore the different internal and
external components, and
examine them in the context of
decentralization.

Step 1
RADAR DAO — decentralizing
participation

Despite the rise of decentralized
governance and implementations
across many projects, it is still a
very young concept with many
uncertainties. One aspect

of decentralization with a lot of
room for evolution is purely
technological. Although trusted by
many established projects,
including
ENS,
Sushiswap,
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Uniswap,
Aave,
PancakeSwap,
Gitcoin,
reliance on off-chain DAO
infrastructure, such as Snapshot,
is currently almost unavoidable.
Here, the social component is still
in need of signiﬁcant progress.
Unlike completely fresh projects
built on the ﬂy and not expected to
continuously bring value to their
existing user base, DappRadar has
a long-standing history and
established community that

beneﬁts from its day-to-day
operation. Consequently, the
balance of formal decentralization
and meaningful gradual
transformation of existing business
processes is vital for DappRadar.
During the early DAO stages, the
token-holding community will
represent a platform’s partner: the
emphasis will be on active
participation and contribution.

Synchronous Communications
Live discussions & Ideation

DISCORD

Asynchronous Communication
Deep discussions & Review

FORUMS

Proposal Tracking
One place to get informed
SNAPSHOT
Voting
Deciding as a community

Resolution Delivery
Informing the chain

On-Chain Settlement

GNOSIS SAFE +
SAFESNAP

THE DAO
CONTRACTS

TREASURY DEPLOYMENT
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As collaboration matures and we
ﬁnd the right setup for our
autonomous organization, the
emphasis will start shifting to
sharing greater responsibility
between the team and the
community. We may even move
key infrastructure elements
on-chain, should technology allow
for that.
The team will introduce and
perfect the process for
incorporating the community’s

v

vision into the platform's
development strategy. This process
will start as a continuously reﬁned
mechanism for polling and
discussion, to eventually reach a
stage where the community is
fully aligned and highly organized.
As a result, it would allow the
community to efﬁciently operate
the full governance cycle - from
idea consideration, through
collective revision and approval,
and ﬁnally implementation.

Step 2
Decentralized data-sourcing

DappRadar collects its data
through a variety of channels.
Aside from purely automated
processes such as data mining,
there are several human-driven
operations. These are mostly
driven by either external developer
communities or internal teams
curating previously collected raw
data sets.
The blockchains DappRadar
considers are added on a

a discretionary basis, driven
by objective data, anticipated
community demand and therefore
commercial expectations. This
process is currently centrally
curated, but could be transformed
to include direct economic
feedback loops to the community
by introducing token-incentivized
curation mechanisms.
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ROAD TO DECENTRALIZATION
Decentralized
(independent developers)
Decentralized
(blockchain networks)

THE DAPP MARKET
DATA SOURCES

The Data Crunching Machine
(will take longer to decentralize)

DATA PROCESSING

On route to decentralization
(user-driven curation & RADAR)

PLATFORM CURATION

On route to decentralization
(user contribution & RADAR)
Metrics and products the team
implements are hand-picked as
most relevant and valuable for
the users, based on the subjective
views and interpretations of the
team. In a decentralized vision,
certain metrics and products could
be prioritized, or even partially
implemented, by the community.
Another soft component is the
human-generated content and
data: news pieces, industry reports,
descriptions and explanations,
blog posts, among others. In all of
these, quality is paramount.
Platforms centered on user

“SOFT”

(human-produced) data

contributions without rigorous
curation can sometimes offer great
content, but lack consistency.
At the same time, central curation
has its own potential subjectivity
issues. We thus seek to develop a
balanced strategy between these
two extremes.
The biggest drivers for
decentralization would therefore
be around contribution and
curation, performed by the users
in a self-sustaining cycle using
tokenized incentives.

Step 3
The Data Crunching Machine

The volume of data DappRadar
collects from the blockchain daily
is vast. Collecting, reﬁning, and
processing involves complex and
computationally heavy pipelines
reaching across many

heterogeneous blockchains. The
system DappRadar has built over
the years excels at reﬁning,
processing, comparing, and
presenting data collected from
on-chain activity, with 200 servers
dedicated to working with data.
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ROAD TO DECENTRALIZATION
Each data point collected by
DappRadar goes through arduous
processing before it is presented to
the user. Some of the steps include
computations over non-negligible
amounts of stored historical data
(for instance, inﬂation-adjusted
TVL, based on prices locked 90
days in advance). The value for the
user - a comprehensive overview of
a particular dapp, token, niche,

or portfolio presented in a single
hub - is enabled by three key
components: the dapps
themselves, the machine for
sourcing and processing the
data, and the human component
(driving curation, research, and
prioritization of features and
metrics which uncover the best
insights).

3rd party developers
3,162 developer teams

Knowledge & Skill

Dаpps

Blockchain Data
150GB of data per day

DappRadar backend
200 servers

Metrics &
Data Feeds

Curation
The Community
4,138,870 active users

RADAR token

Contribution
DappRadar
Platform

One-stop shop
for dаpp insights

Decentralizing such a complex
data crunching machine and
delegating control to the
community will probably be the
most ambitious and long term
decentralization project
DappRadar will face.

It remains to be seen if such a task
can be fulﬁlled at reasonable cost
and effort. We remain excited and
committed to overcoming these
technical challenges.
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Tokenomics

TOKENOMICS

TGE and Allocation
The total supply of the RADAR token is 10 billion. The entire supply is minted
during the token generation event (TGE) and can only deﬂate from that by
token loss or token burning, although it should be noted that no speciﬁc
deﬂationary mechanisms are built into the system.

Allocation

10%
Initial
Airdrop

40%

24.75%

Community

Treasury

25.25%
Shareholders
& Team
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TOKENOMICS

We ﬁrmly believe that dapp users and speciﬁcally our initial loyal
user base, who adopted our
platform pre-tokenization - will
continue to grow our product
and act as stewards. The airdrop
is our ﬁrst step to deepen the
relationship between the dapp

community and DappRadar.
Dapp users and existing long-term
DappRadar users eligible for the
airdrop will be able to claim the
RADAR token after December 14th
2021.

Token allocation schedule
Shareholders & Team are
getting unlocked only
after 1 year
100

40%
Community
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60

10%
Initial airdrop
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Treasury
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25.25%
Shareholders
& Team
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TOKENOMICS

Community
The RADAR token allocation is at the heart of our Contribute2Earn plans for
encouraging and rewarding user participation, contribution and curation. We
want our active community members to participate by contributing and curating
towards our dapp store. This allocation is assigned to help create the initial
building blocks of our ecosystem, driven predominantly by the community.

Initial Airdrop
Released on launch day to the community.

DAO Treasury
The treasury will be managed strategically to both diversify holdings of the
DappRadar DAO and to fund growth initiatives. These initiatives may include
strategic partnerships, acquisitions, funding events, DeFi-enabled treasury
growth strategies, among others.

$

Shareholders & Team
A conservative vesting schedule sets up the team and investors for the long
term. The four-year vesting period for all shareholders and team members
includes an initial 12 month cliff and a further three years of linear unlocking. This
allocation additionally comprises a signiﬁcant amount of tokens reserved for
recruiting future talent.
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Team
& Investors

Skirmantas
Januskas

Dragos
Dunica

Patrick
Barile

CEO & Co-founder

CDO & Co-founder

COO
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Rankings

First Industry Report

2019

Bots Trafﬁc Filtering

2018

Roadmap

DeFi TVL

2020

Portfolio Launch

NFT Valuator

NFT Rankings

2021

Token Swap

Token Explorer

NFT Explorer

Mobile App

2022

Gaming Rankings

Curation & Contribution
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ROADMAP

Upcoming: DappRadar the Data
Provider for All Dapp Stores
Based on the current exponential
industry growth, we foresee a
very different world unfolding
compared to what has been
witnessed in the traditional app
store industry. We believe in a
world with dozens, perhaps even
hundreds, of dapp stores. This
industry is too dynamic, the
innovations too plentiful and the
returns too promising to leave
everything just to one single dapp
store. We believe the monopolistic
structures and the lack of
competition characteristic of the
established app store industry will
not repeat itself in the world of
decentralized applications.

DappRadar sees itself as an
enabler and facilitator for this new,
competitive dapp world. We seek
to build an environment that
ultimately results in greater choice
for an ever-growing user base. We
believe the new Web3 paradigm
stands for partnerships and
collaboration, instead of
disconnected, insular offerings. As
such, DappRadar will open up its
data streams to partners to
enable them to build their own
dapp store propositions.
By providing our dapp store data
and tools to partners, we hope to
help further speed up dapp
adoption across the industry to
help build a bigger cake, generate
more which can be shared, and
ultimately beneﬁt everybody.

Disclaimers
https://dappradar.com/token-terms
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